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MESSAGE OF THE PRESIDENT OF FRELIMO on SEPTEMBER 	 25

(excerpts from the Message to the Mozambican People, FRELIMO
'

		

Mili-
tants and the figh:ers of the People's Forces for the Liberation of
Mozambique delivered by the President of FRELIM0, Comrade Samora
M . Machel on the 25th of September, 1970 .)

Comrades,

Six years of war is not a long time nor a short time ; we are not at
the beginning, but there is a great deal to do before we reach the
end . We have shown that we cannot be beaten, but we still have to
prove that we can force a victory . A mango does not become a great
tree in its first day, but like a growing mango tree, we are deeply
rooted in the soil that is our people, and the masses are now tasting
the first fruits.

We have come a long way, from division, uncertainty and ignorance.
We started with nothing and we have turned ourselves into a nation ; a
nation where before there were tribes . Fighters have sprung from the
sons of peasants, workers and labourers, from the mines and planta-
tions . From illiteracy we have made schools, from sickness, hospitals
Where before forced labour reigned, cooperatives are growing ; produc-
tion, which was once a means of exploiting the people has now become
the people's strength	

Of all the things we have done, the most important, the one that
history will record as the principal contribution of our generation, i
that we understood how to turn the armed struggle into a Revolution;
that we realised that it was essential to create- a new mentality in
order to build a new society.

And all this cost blood . This is why comrades have died to free the
land, comrades died so that chains should fall from the people, com-
rades died so that cooperatives and schools and hospitals could be
born, comrades died so that no one in our midst should hate the new
world we have created.

This is why, in speaking of the 25th September, we speak also of those
who fell, sacrificing themselves so that the revolution should be a
reality . And we s peak also of EDUARDO CHIVAMBO MONDLANE who, with
his inspired foresight, above all understood and absorbed the need
for Revolution and for this reason was so hated by the enemy.

The sixth year of the war was above all the YEAR OF REVOLUTION, that
is the year in which the militants and the masses accepted the
necessity of radically transforming the socio-economic structures of
Mozambique and the vital importance of eliminating old ideas in order
to create a new mentality . The year in which the revolution grew
deep roots amont the leaders, the militants and the people.
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Other essential facts characterised the changes we undertook . In the
midst of the Mozambique People's Liberation Forces (F .P .L .M .), the
level of political consciousness of the fighters was raised to the
point at which they were able to understand the fundamental meaning
of enemy action . One of the decisive factors in the defeat of Kaulza
Arriaga's counter-offensive during the dry season, was the ability
of our fighters and cadres to take in the real meaning of enemy plans
and to detect its strategic orientation . The enemy plans were then
shown up to the masses and the Portuguese army was turned into mince-
meat by our weapons, its advance was transformed into a bloody fight.

. . . . The second characteristic of our present situation is the
political maturity of the people in the liberated areas who are reall:
taking the tasks of the struggle into their own hands, becoming the
real creative force in their own history, the sea in which the enemy
has drowned . The enemy showed clearly that by acting against the funs
mental interests of the people - and that was the real meaning of the
action let loose last May -- it acted like an earthworm penetrating
an ant heap . By attacking the liberated zones the Portuguese army
turned itself into an enormous target for the combined attacks of
the armed people and the F .P .L .M.

This close co-operation between the F .P .L .M . and the people is the
proof and the result of the complete unity between FRELIMO and the
masses, of the close relations between the rank and file and the
leadership . . . . At this level we want to emphasise the great im-
portance of the selection of women for top leadership positions and
for the higher tasks of the Party and the F .P .L .M . This last fact
is a good sign of the success achieved in the promotion of women
and while much remains to be done in this direction, it is clear that
we are on the right road	

Our victories have contributed to making our struggle better known
abroad . . . . The major defeats they /the Portuguese/ suffered in
the last year justifies their concern . From the 25th September last
year to the middle of August this year, about 2,000 Portuguese soldier
were killed in action, 5 aeroplanes and 2 helicopters were shot down
by our forces, more than 300 military vehicles of all types were
destroyed, 64 bases and military posts were attacked by our fighters
and wholly or partially destroyed	

The task of this seventh year is determined by the situation and by
our objective . . . At this level our main task is to make FRELIMO more
and more into the organised vanguard of the people . For the forma-
tion of this vanguard our action must increase vigorously in various
sectors . . . In the creation of a new mentality the militant must
be in his behaviour and ideas, the beacon that guides the people.
. . . . Relying on the People and learning with them, submitting our-
selves to the fire of criticism and practice, we will build a true
vanguard ; every militant must learn to combine constantly the 3 golder .:
rules of conduct : study, production, combat . . .

In foreseeing the development of the colonial and imperialist

(More, Page 3 . . . .)
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aggression against us, we must tighten still mare our relations with
the people . The fighters 9 as the crocodile does, must draw the
enerr~y into the water that is the people, and there on our strong
ground, surrounded by the people, the enemy is condemned to destructit

In order to do this, our people, who ~~ave already grasped the revolu~
tionary dimension of our struggle must now, faced with the imperialist
threat, grasp the strategic and economic dimension of our country,
1~hich in the last analysis explains the imperialist attitude toward u~:

.

	

. In order to face up better to the threat hanging over us, in
order to mobilise even further the er~er~;ies of our people, we must
destroy the very base of colonial and imperialist domin~.tion in our
country . ~~e want , so to speak, to prerent the struggle being circum-~
scribed in this or that province, it must be extenc?ed to the whole
country to reach the enemy 9 s most sensitive and vulnerable centres.
Against colonialist and imr~erialist aggression in ~~~ozambique the
immense fire of a peoples war must spread throughout the whole
country . .

	

We are not isolated i.n our war . ~~~e assure all of them
/she progressive peoples and forces throughout the world% that our
struggle will be spread even further and that our people will accept
more completely their national and internations,l responsibilities, in
this way providing their concrete contribution to the common~struJgle~

.

	

A LUTA CONTINUA! INDEDENDENCIA OU MORTE vENCEREMOS!

(excerpts taken from the ~~~essage attached to the MOZAMBIQUE REVOLUTIOI
Official organ of FRELIMO y July-September, 170, No . ~}.

~~~~~~~~~~~c•„~

THE PORTUGUESE OFFENSIVE

An Analysts printed in GUERRILHEIRO, the Bulletin of the Committee
for Freedom in Mozamb~.que, Angola and Guine 9 Issue No . 2, September
October, 1~'~0, 531 Caledonian Road g London ~~~ . 7 ., ENGLAND

There has been extensive publicity in the Z^ le stern press about the
large Portuguese offensive in Cabo Delgado and Massa . ~Towever, prior
to this there had been numerous warning signs that such an operation
U~tas imlminent -~ the appointment of guerilla expert Kaulza de ,Arriaga
as Military Commander /of Mozambique/, a tremendous influx of new trot
and heavy equipment ~ and FRELIMO was thus well prepared . According
to the Por?tuguese Nigh Command 35,000 troops were mobilised, includ~y
ing corps of 4r cacodores especiais~' (special hunters} rather similar
to marines, and considerable air support ~ het fighters, bombers, re-~
connaisaance planes ~.nd helicopters . The Portuguese claimed to have
captured '~dozens ~~ of bases , tons of weapons and to have killed ` f hundre
of fighters, but their own admitted losses cast a different light on
the picture . They announced the deaths of 211 soldiers during; ~~ay,
June and July, a stagering figure when it is considered that less
than 100 casualties have been admitted during any one previous year
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